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The Flole of the Invariant Line in the Search 

for an Optimum Interphase Boundary by 0-Lattice Tl1eory 

In a recent publication(]), Plichta and Aarono;on (PA) rmaly~;Pd the 

crysta Uography of the i3 ~~--> C m;:wsi ve tran,;forrnation in Ag-Al a Uoy~>, 

One of tlw findings of thi~> excellent ~>tudy w::w that the Burger01 orier1-

tat ion relationship (OR) (fig. 1) wa" preferred by cllmost all of U1e 

hcp [, grains nucleated from the bee i3 matrix. Most of the interphase 

boundaries were faceted and found to be partially coherent. The CJuthor'' 

then used Bollmann's 0-lattice theory( 2 ) to determine the optimum inter-

face and the corresponding orientation relatior1ship in a manner similar 

to the clac:>sical analysiD by Bollmann afld Ni~;sen. ( 3 ) The prediction<3 

of the 0-lattice theory agreed very well with tt1e experimental results. 

These predictions were based on the assumption that the optimum ir1ter-

face was partially coherent with two sets of dislocations accommodatir1g 

the mismatch. The two Burgers vectors of these two sets of disloca-

tiom> were selr;cted from the ten shortest lattice translatiom; of the 

hcp lattice. ,1\n energy pe:T<:Irr:etE·r P was then ca1culat:;d for the diffen:r:t 

interfc.ces ng to each p8ir of Burgers vee torr>. All the 

differe11t combinations gave 45 possible interphase boundaries. The 

bour1dary with the smallest energy parameter P was found to be an inter-

face de~;cribed directly by the Burger~3 OR (fig. 1). [vcn thouqh there 

was good acJreement with the experiments~ PA added a further refir1ement 

to their calculatiom; by testimJ the ''tabi lHy of thic3 minimum under 

srnalJ rotations. l~ithout these additional rotations, the two lattice~;, 

A 

hcp and bee, were reL1ted by <:1 tram; formation matrix A whm3e forrn ~~a~; 



df?termined by their choice of two pm;udo-primitive unit cellc;. ~~hilc 

thiu choice did not eliminate the need for an additional ~;hufflc to 

produce the correct atomic positions, ih; C:JdiJantacJe over the more con-

ventiorlal choice of orl:hOCJOnC:Jltmit cells(S) wm; that it created orw 

lattice from the other ir1 the exact [3urgers 01\ (fig, J) cJS experimerl-

. (6) 
tally ob<;en;ed, (OrthogomJl unit cells lead to tho Plb3ch/Schrader Uf\ 

shown in fig, 2), Thus the rotatior1~3 around three mutui'llly or tho-

gonaJ axes were designed to determine whether tho Burgers orier1tation 

relatiom;hip did indeed provide the lo\Vec;t energy boundary, Dh th the 

aid of a computer proqrnm, tho cmergy parameter P wn~; calculated as a 

function of these rotnLi ons for each of the L+ ') poc;sible bour1clnr i.e~;" 

Again jt IV<lS found that the smne interface had the lowe~;l- erwrqy but, 

interestingly, it was noted Uwt this boundary had ib; ubsolute minimum 

0 .. . 
at an OR rotated about Cl.OS around l_omnJ away from the exact Burqer~; 

OR, In 11iew of tl1iE> c>mall deviation, the authorc3 therefore concluded 

correctly that ''the Burgers OR appears to follow directly from minimi-

zation of the interphase boundary energy". Tiley also pointed out t:hot 

an Of~ b n~>tablished durimJ nucleation rather than during CJrmuth, all 

interfaces beinq fully coherer1t durinq nucleation. Howe11er, they ther1 

stated that "the ~>maller the P .. value of ar1 interface, the le~'"' the 
lJ 

strain energy required to achie11e full coherer1ey", implyir1g Uwt the 

optimum boundary is the same for coherent and incoherent precipitates, 

a fact which does not necessarily follo\V, The purpose of the 

preo>ent communicC:Jtion is threefold: 

-to demow3trate that the interpha~;e boundary determined by Pi\ ccm be 

sho\Vn analytically to have the lowe~;t energy parHmeter P of all pm;~ 

sible 0-lattice boundnrir?~>. 



-to explain the ~3ignificance of the calculated o.or)o rotation around 

[OCJDlJ and its relationship to the more general principle of ;:m i11vari;:mt 

line. 

-to show that the optimum interphase boundaries are generally quite 

different for coherent and semicoherent precipitates having the same OR 

with the matrix. 

The derivation of the 0~-lattice is based on the ge~neralization of the 

principle of coincidence site lattices. The idea can be summarized 

shortly as follows. Two lattices may be related by a linear homo-

A 
geneous transformation A which takes any point x in lattice 1 to a 

'\,1 

new position x in lattice 2: 

~2 
::: 

The new point ~ 2 in lattice 2 is an 0-lattice point 0 
X if it is 

separated from its original position {l by a translation vector b 
'\, 

of lattice 1. 

0 
+ b x2 ::: X ::: X 

'\, '\, '\,1 '\, 

0 1 0 
b X ::: X + 

'\, '\, '\, 

/>, ~'\ -l 0 
(I A · )x - b ( l ) 

'\, '\, 

This is the well-known basic equation of 0-lattice theory.~) If 

':' "'-1 
detjl --A I 0, the equation can be solved for 

0 
X 
'\, 

0 
X 
'\, 

(2) 

Every one of the translation 11ectors of lattice 1 has a corresponding 

0-lattice vector Every two 0-lattice vectors define a possible interf<wl~ 



between lattice L and lattice 2. For n different translation vectors 
f1 

and hence n different 0-lattice vectors 
0 

x. 
'\., 1. 

there are N ::: 
:::l 

possible boundaries; PA chose n = 10 translation vectors and investigated 

N = 45 boundaries. The energy of each interface i<3 proportiorwl to the 

f t " t . d h b 'tt b B 'Ll c·-1r1d N1·:-',:::er1(3) a:,-square o .11e s rcnns an as een wr 1 en y o_ marm · ~ :~ :· 

where b 
'\.,1 and ~2 

p = 

are two 

(b ) 2 ( b ) 2 
'\,L '\.,2 

(3) ---........-... ....... ~-~ + 
dl 

2 
d2 

2 

of the translation vectors ~ iJnd 

and d
2 

are the spacings of the corresponding two sets of dislocation 

lines in the interfnce. The ~>pacing d
1 

hi related to the 0-Iatt.icc 

vector~> by 

0 
(~2 ) 

( o x o)2 X X '\,1 '\.,2 = 

and d 2 
2 

is obtained by an interchange of indices. 

meter can thus he rewritten as 

p 

The energy para-

(4) 

0 
Apparently P i'' n function of the magnitude'' of the b. and x. , 

'1.,1 'l,,_L 

of the an~.Jle beheen the x. and, implicitly, of the OR. Jt i::; helpfuL 
'\.,l 

to examine the behavior of P as a function of each of tiH?,3e pararneter<3 

separately, 

0 0 
For a q1ven angle between x 1 and x2 and a C]iven OR, the energy 

'\, '\., 

parameter P is clctua11y independent of the rnagni tude;~ of the trcm~>Lation 

vector~; b., Since the transformation from the b lattice to the ll--Iatt icc, 
'1.,1 '\., 

(I - A-l ) -l, . 1 . ( 2) d 1s HleBr equ, , an n- an rn-fold ir1crea~>e ir1 b
1 

and b
2 '\, '\, 

will cause an n- and rn-fold increase in ~ 1 ° 
0 

and /{,
2 

Usinq thi,., in equ, 1-t 



nitudes of the Burgers vectors. According to this result, a boundary 

containing a network of dislocations b. with spacings d, has the same 
~1 1 

energy as a boundary with t1alf the number of dislocation lines (spacinq 

2d. ) and twice the l3urgeN> vector 1 2b.. This is, of rourm;, o ~>hortcomimJ 
l ~1 ' 

of the energy parameter since a dependenrc of the magnitude of the b. 
~J. 

lllU:3l exi~>l:. PI~ 8cknowledged this fGct indin~ctly when they li~;ted their 

Burgers vectors in order of increasing magnitude (normalized line energy). 

The dependence of P on the angle between {
1
° and { 2° is clear 

from the denominator of equ. L!, ({
1
° x { 2°) 2 , Pis a minimum if 

( o o)2 
{! X {2 

0 0 2 
(x • x ) 
~l ~2 

is a maximum. Thif3 is the ca~3e when 0 

{l is perpendicular to { 2°. 
For the transformation strain~> of the !3 - r, ma~>sive transformation jn 

0 0 
the Burgers DR, as used in the work of PA, most {I and { 2 are perpen-

dicular when b
1 

and b2 are perpendicular. Generally this correlation 
~- '\.,. 

between the 0-net and the b-net only holds if the b. lie ir1 the plane 
~1 

defined by the corresponding {io' This condition defines an "eigen-

plane'' of the transformation, i.e. a plane which remains parallel during 

the transformation. Hence the minimization of P requires tf1at the two 

Burgers vectors b
1 

and b
2 

are approximately normal (exactly normal if they 
'\.,._ ~ 

lie in an eigenplane of the transformation). Tt1is is the case for the 

c-dislocation with one of the a-dislocations in an hcp lattice. Of the 

three a·~dislocat.iom3 or1ly one defines an ei genplarw with the c-directior1. 

l~ith a (). ~5l~o expansion in the a-direction and a 0 .04?6 contraction in the 

c-direction (for Ag-Al), the strain in this plane is small and l1ence 

the 0-points are widely spaced. This plane therefore minimize~o the enerqy 



parameter P with respect to the choice of the ~-vectors at a given Oli, 

in perfect agreement with the computations of PA for tl1c exact Burgers 

In the second step of their analysis, PA ~>ought a further rcduc~~ 

tion of the energy parameter by relaxing the condition that Uw exact 

Burgers OR be followed, They changed the 01~ by superimposi11g r;mall 

rigid body rotations upon the original transformation. For small rotation 

angles, a rotation around an arbitrary axis can be approximated by tl1ree 

separate rotations around orthogonal axes. The energy parameter P of tl1e 

minimum energy boundary can be plotted as a function of these three 

separate rotations with the aid of a computer program. Using this 

approach, PA found <m absolute minimum of P for a (LO'J
0 rotatio11 around 

loom] . 
This may also be readily understood by returning 

l~il 
Regarding the terms 

to equ. ( 3). 

·cr m; continuous strains in the directions 
1 

of the 0-lattice vectors, it can be shown that under certain conditions 

one of these strains can be reduced to zero by a rigid body rotation. 

This can be visualized as the spacing of the dislocation lines d. 
1 

qoing to infinity, or perfect atomic fit in that direction. Thi~> 

direction is an invariant line of the tram;form<:Jtion. In the ca~>e 

treated by PA, the rotation that producec> the invuri<:lllt 

line doe~3 not affect the other strain. Thus the dL>locntio!J ~3pi:~cimJ 



- 7 -

in the direction of the rotation i3Xlc3 [0001 J rem<un:; consbmt. fhe 

rotatior1 which produces an invariant line therefore definec; the OF\ for 

1Uhich the boundary energy P has <'m absolute munmum. The general case 

requires a more refined arcjument which 111LU not be dim:u~;sed here, It 

is easy to calctJlate the angle of rotation 8 necessary to produce an 

. . t 1. A ~ . d L .1 . t bl. t. (7) 1nvar1an Ine. s S1lOilln In more eLal In a separa .e pu . 1ca Ion, 

this angle i~; given by 

e == 
-1 (l + ab) , 2 4o c 0 s ~-~--~--- - :J • 6 

a + b 

where a and b are the orthogonal components of the pure deformation 

creating one lattice from the other in the plane of rotation; 5.264° 

Is the difference between the Pitsch/Schrader OR used in the derivation 

of 0( 7 ) and the Burgers OR used by PA. For the case of the B ···-·> 1:; 

transformation of PA, the orthogonal deformations are 

8 :: 0.869 b :: ].064 

and hence e ic> calculated as 

This agrees well with tr1e value of approximately 0.05° calculated by 

computer program in the ~3tudy of PA. ~Jhi le the present approach adds 

little to the accuracy of the OR, it is simpler than the computerized 

approach and briiHJS to light another property of the lowest enercJy 

boundary. Due to the invariant line, the 0--lattice becomes a line 

lattice a~3 originally pointed out by Bollmann. (2 ) An invariant LLne 

is defined a~> that \lector x which remains unstretched and unrotated by 
'\., 



/% 

t.he tram;fornmLion A, 

·" Ax 
'\, 

X 
'\, 

or X 
'\, 

.A. J 
X 
'\, 

ller1ce (I ;;--1 )x ::: 0 which means that 
'\, 

and (I -
1

) has no inverse. [q. ( l) can therefore not be solved 

for { 0
• Ir1 the vicinity of the critical rotation 0, however, the 

inverse of (i - ~-l) does exist and (l) can be solved by (2) as 

in the calculations of PA. 

Rel 0-lattice to interfaces of a 

coherent nucleus. BaE>ed on the analysis of PA and the arguments pre~>en-

ted ir1 the preceding paragraphs, the optimum interface contains a 

single set of dislocations parallel to the invariant line ar1d requires 

tt1at the OR be rotated slightly away from the ideal Burgers OR. PA 

concluded that this interface must also be an optimum interface for 

a coherent nucleus; according to nucleation theory, a slight adv;~ntage 

in the coherency strain energy leads to a great increase in nuclea-

Lion rate for nuclei with the calculated OR and interface. Wt1ile the 

latter part of this argument is correct, the former part r1eeds closer 

examination, As~;ume that the OR is the c3ame for a coherent and a 

semicoherent precipitate. Then lattices l and 2 are related by a 
A 

correr>pondinq trcmsformatior1 matrix A, To minimize coherency stresse~3 9 

the interfaces of a coherent nucleus with the matrix must be planes of 
A 

minimum distortion. Because of the continuous nature of A, the 

coherent interfaces are completely independent of the periodicity 

of the lattice. This is 



differer1t for semicoherent interfaces which arc governerl by the require-

ment that i 11 the ir1terface the continuow; ~3trcJins CJre poriodically 

eliminated. \rJherever tho continuous strain~; amount to a porfect Lattice 

trcm~;latiorJ, the match is perfect and a point of no strain or nn 

0-lattice poir1t, is establh;hed. Hence semicoherent interface~; arc 

dominated by both, minimum strain §DQ lattice periodicity. In the 

interface, the continuou~3 ~,trnin~; alway" lie in the directicm of the 

Burqer~; vector~:; of the misfit di~;locations. However, in general, the 

. ( 2 I . 
Burgers vectors do not have to lie in the 1nterface ~, l,c. 

b l X b2 '\, '\, 
define~3 a plane which js usually not parallel to x

1
° x x

2
°. 

'\, '\; . 

Hence ~;ernicoheror1t. boundarie~; are not simply restricted to planes 

which suffer the smallest distortion during the transformation 

.A 

The~;e con~3ideration'3 hold for any OR Cji\/en by the matrix A. 

In the particular case of an OR producing an invariant line, both 

optimum boundaries, coherent and semicoherent st1ould contain that line. 

This is because the in\/ariant line fulfills the conditions for bott1 

boundaries; minimum strain and no change in direction. Hence the two 

boundary planes will intersect in the invariant line. 

conclusions. 

Using the cxamr1le of a recent study by Plichta and Aaronson 

(PA)(J) their results on the optimum 0-Jattice interface and corres-

pondinq orientation relationship (Of\) \1/ere qenera1ized. In p3rt.iculor, 

it \lias shown that 

-for any OF\, the minimum energy interface is bnsed on dislocationc> 

in a (nearly) orthogonal network (~1 ° • ~2° ; min). 

-an absolute minimum in interface energy occur" at c=m OFl which 

provide~> 811 in\/ariant 1 ir1e, 



--the optimum boundary contains a o>ingle set of dh>locc-Jtiorl~> parnllel to 

the invariant line. 

~the OR, determined during nucleation, depend~> or1 the minimum cnen]y 

coherent interface:c:; whirh are CJerwrally different from their semi-

coherent courJbc:rpartf;. 

-if an invariant line exists, it is the line of intersection of tt1e 

optimum coherent and semicoherent interface:::;. 

l he result~; are in fu 11 agreement with lhose of PA. A more complete 

account of the general ~liqnificar1ce of t.he i.nv<:lfiant lir1e in pha~;e 

t f t . . . t• (7) 
.ram; orrna 1ons Js Irl prepara ton '. 
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F iqure Captim1s 

Burqers orientation re1ationc>hip between bee 1nLticc ( 3-jrJdcx 

pole~;) and hcp lattice (4-index poles). Coincident pole~; 

are marked. 

Pib;ch/Schrader orientation re1ationr;hip, rotated ').26° 

from the Burgen; relationship in Fiq. L (Note iL higher 

symmetry.) 
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